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Pet cats. This cat is 

looking at the sky.



This cat is looking 

up at you.



The black cat 

is in the snow.

Meow!



This cat will take a risk. It 

can slink along the 

window and not fall. Have 

you seen cats  do that?



This cat tried 

to catch the 

toy. It missed. 

Up you get 

cat. Try again!



Pet cats. A cat inside.



A cat hunting 

for bugs in 

the yellow 

flowers.



A cat all curled 

up in a ball for a 

nap in the sun.



It is an upside-down cat! 

This cat is on a rug. It is 

very still. If you pet the cat, 

it might jump up and play!



This cat can see a butterfly. 

Will it fly away? Will the cat 

try to play?



Pet cats. These cats all 

look very different. 

Their fur is different 

colors. Their eyes are 

different colors.



Here is a sad cat. Is its 

dinner all gone? Did it 

drop a toy? Did it miss 

a good catch?



Here is a mad cat. I would 

not pet this cat if I was you. 

Mad cats hiss. Mad cats 

scratch. Best to give it room. B
O
O
M
!!!

Hiss!



Pet cats. Here is a 

cat getting a cuddle.

YOU



This cat has 

very green 

eyes. 



This cat is sitting 

under flowers.



This cat is sitting 

outside on a desk. 

It is sitting in the 

sun.



This cat can reach the 

tree. It may make a 

big mess!



Time for cats to nap. 

Enjoy your rest, cats.
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